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Abstract—Hardware-based side channels are known to expose
hard-to-detect security holes enabling attackers to get a foothold
into the system to perform malicious activities. Despite this fact, security is rarely accounted for in hardware design flows. As a result,
security holes are often only identified after significant damage
has been inflicted. Recently, gate level information flow tracking
(GLIFT) has been proposed to verify information flow security
at the level of Boolean gates. GLIFT is able to detect all logical
flows including hardware specific timing channels, which is useful
for ensuring properties related to confidentiality and integrity and
can even provide real-time guarantees on system behavior. GLIFT
can be integrated into the standard hardware design, testing and
verification process to eliminate unintended information flows in
the target design. However, generating GLIFT logic is a difficult
problem due to its inherent complexity and the potential losses in
precision. This paper provides a formal basis for deriving GLIFT
logic which includes a proof on the NP-completeness of generating
precise GLIFT logic and a formal analysis of the complexity and
precision of various GLIFT logic generation algorithms. Experimental results using IWLS benchmarks provide a practical understanding of the computational complexity.
Index Terms—Algorithm design and analysis, Boolean functions,
computational complexity, gate level information flow tracking, information security.

I. INTRODUCTION

H

IGH-ASSURANCE systems such as those found in critical infrastructures and medical devices have strict requirements on information security. For example, the Boeing
787 uses a shared data network between the passenger network
and systems critical to the safe operation of the plane [1]. Unintended data movement from the user to the flight control net-
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work could potentially violate the integrity of the flight control system, and there should be methods that ensure this never
occurs. Medical devices are another example of systems that
require high assurance. There are published attacks on insulin
pumps [2] and pacemakers [3] which describe how to compromise patient privacy and even safety. Unfortunately, developing
high assurance systems is a costly endeavor. As an example, developing a high assurance real-time operating system required
extensive third party analysis [4], costing millions of dollars [5],
and taking years to complete [6].
Two common policies used to uphold information security
are discretionary access control and information flow control
(IFC). Access control mechanisms are often effective, but lack
the transitivity to monitor the movement of information. In other
words, these techniques provide a policy for how some object
can access some object , but they specify nothing about how
will use ’s data once it receives it. IFC, on the other hand,
is transitive in that it specifies a strict policy about where an object’s data can flow. In terms of the shared data network on the
Boeing 787, an access control mechanism would specify how
the user and flight control systems can access some common
resource, but states nothing about how the resource uses any received information from either party. An information flow control policy, however, could guarantee that no information flows
from the user to flight control network, even through shared resource. This strict policy provides strong assurance for confidentiality [7] (e.g., that secret information will not leak to the
unintended places) and for integrity [8] (e.g., that high-assurance components will not be affected by untrusted data). To uphold an IFC policy that encapsulates data integrity or confidentiality, a method known as information flow tracking (IFT) is
commonly used to provide strict bounds on the movement of
information.
Information flow tracking is a method to enforce IFC that associates a label with data and tracks the movement of this label
through the system. IFT has been deployed at many levels of the
system stack including in the programming language [9], operating system [10], [11], instruction set and micro-architecture
[12], [13] and runtime system [14], [15]. Unfortunately, these
methods ignore hardware specific timing channels. Such hardware specific timing channels are known to leak secret encryption keys in stateful elements such as caches [16] and branch
predictors [17]. Further, timing flows from untrusted entities to
ones of high integrity (e.g., from the user to flight control network) can cause violations in real-time constraints, greatly hindering the intended operation of a system or even rendering the
critical system useless.
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To prevent hardware specific timing channels, the most
commonly used techniques are physical isolation and “clock
fuzzing” [18]. Physical isolation, as the name suggests, requires
that mix-trusted subsystems be completely isolated from each
other. Although surely information flow secure, this prevents
the two systems from sharing any common resource and ultimately leads to hardware overheads due to replication. “Clock
fuzzing” is an ad hoc attempt to mitigate the likelihood of
extracting information from a timing channel by introducing
entropy into the channel. This method, however, only reduces
the bandwidth of the channel (by creating a lower signal to
noise ratio) and provides no formal guarantees about eliminating a timing channel completely [19].
Gate level information flow tracking (GLIFT) [20] is a technique that can identify hardware specific timing channels in addition to other explicit and implicit information flows allowing
formal guarantees on their (non)existence. GLIFT associates a
single bit label with every data bit in the system and monitors
the movement of each individual bit of state in hardware as
they flow through Boolean gates. At this low level of abstraction, all logical information flows are detectable, including those
through timing channels. It is the only formal way of detecting
hardware specific timing channels to the best of our knowledge.
It can also detect other implicit and explicit information flows
that are monitored by IFT methods at higher levels of the system
stack.
Previous work has shown that GLIFT can be used to guarantee strict isolation between different execution contexts of
software running on a processor while communicating with various I/O devices. An execution lease architecture was developed to dole out microarchitectural state to untrusted execution contexts [21]. To prevent information flows, even those
through hardware specific timing channels, the architecture constrains the execution of untrusted code to a space-time sandbox.
In other words, the untrusted context executes only for a fixed
amount of time with fixed memory bounds. This microarchitecture employs GLIFT to provably show strict information flow
isolation is provided between different contexts. Furthermore,
GLIFT is shown to be effective at identifying timing channels in
bus protocols such as C and USB [22]. In this work, GLIFT is
used to show how timing channels can leak information between
I/O devices even if they are abiding by the protocol. The protocol is modified to include a time multiplexed behavior, which
provably isolates information between devices communicating
on the shared medium. These previous efforts are combined and
expanded to form a complete processor running a microkernel
[23]. Here a configurable architectural skeleton couples the low
level hardware implementation with a microkernel. This system
uses a static analysis technique called star-logic which is used to
verify, at design time, that the concrete hardware implementation and any software running upon it will be free of unintended
information flows.
To track information flows using GLIFT, a fundamental task
is to generate GLIFT logic, which is used for label propagation.
Since GLIFT accounts for information flows at a fine granularity, i.e., bit level, the GLIFT logic tends to be substantially
larger than the circuit that is being monitored. In addition, as
previous work has shown [24], GLIFT logic generated using

certain methods has potential losses in precision. Such imprecise GLIFT logic contains false positives indicating nonexistent
unintended information flows. Therefore, it is important to understand the theoretical aspects behind GLIFT logic generation,
which is essential to design complexity and precision control.
The goal of this paper is to formally prove that generating
precise GLIFT logic is NP-hard. It also presents several algorithms for generating GLIFT logic and provides a complexity
analysis of each. Specifically, our main contributions are:
1) providing a formal proof on the NP-completeness of the
precise GLIFT logic generation problem;
2) proposing several new GLIFT logic generation algorithms,
namely zero-one, SOP-POS, BDD-MUX and reconvergent fanout region reconstruction and giving a formal analysis on their complexity;
3) demonstrating the practical computational complexity of
different GLIFT logic generation algorithms using IWLS
benchmarks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
first introduces the basics of information flow security and fundamentals of GLIFT; it then discusses the use of GLIFT for
secure hardware design. We define some related concepts in
Section III. Section IV performs a formal proof on the NP-completeness of generating precise GLIFT logic. In Section V, we
present various algorithms for GLIFT logic generation and formally prove their complexity. Section VI provides runtime results of different GLIFT logic generation algorithms on several
IWLS benchmarks. We conclude in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces the basics of information flow security, describes the fundamentals of GLIFT, and shows how to use
GLIFT to create a secure hardware design flow. It then covers
the GLIFT logic generation problem including the potential for
imprecision in GLIFT logic.
A. Basics of Information Flows
In digital systems, information flows are categorized into explicit and implicit flows. Explicit flows appear with the direct
movement of data. Typical examples of explicit flows can be
found in assignment expressions, where information associated
with the source operand will flow to the destination operand
or in bus communications, where information contained in data
packets is transmitted from the sender to receiver. As its name
suggests, explicit flows are easy to capture since they are dependent on direct data movements. More subtle implicit flows
are caused by nondeterministic behaviors of the system, such
as conditional branches or nondeterministic latency. As an example, the timing difference between a cache hit and miss creates a timing channel which has been shown to leak secret keys
[16]. Implicit flows, especially hardware specific timing channels, are more difficult to detect and eliminate.
A secure system must be designed with careful consideration
of both explicit and implicit flows and effective measures taken
to prevent unintended flows of information. The most common
technique for implementing information flow control is information flow tracking. While information flows appear in various forms at different abstraction levels of the system, GLIFT
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Fig. 1. (a) Two-input NAND gate. (b) Partial truth table of
information. (c) Corresponding GLIFT logic of NAND-2 is

NAND-2

with taint
.

unifies the concepts of explicit flows, implicit flows, and timing
channels from the level of Boolean gates. It provides a foundation for the development of secure systems by allowing hardware designers to reason about these flows. This in turn can be
used to ensure private keys are never leaked (for secrecy), and
that untrusted information will not be used in the making of critical decisions (for safety and fault tolerance) nor in determining
the schedule (real-time). GLIFT provides a foundation for the
development of secure systems by allowing hardware designers
to reason about these flows.
B. Fundamentals of GLIFT
In IFT, data is assigned a label indicating its trustworthiness
or security level. For example, data from an open system should
be marked as untrusted and the private key used for data encryption should be labeled as secret. This label is then monitored
while it propagates through the system to prevent unintended
flows of information. We denote data that we wish to track as
tainted. For example, if the integrity of data is required, the data
is marked as tainted and GLIFT logic can be used to monitor if
this tainted information affects critical system components. Or
when the confidentiality of data is concerned, secret data is labeled as tainted and monitored to see if it ever flows to unclassified resources.
Without loss of generality, we define a bit as tainted when its
tracking logic is true (“1”) and untainted when its tracking logic
is false (“0”). Taint is propagated from an input to the output of
a Boolean function if the input has an influence on the output.
As an example, consider the two-input NAND gate (NAND-2) in
Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows a partial truth table of NAND-2 with
taint information, where
and denote the taint of
and , respectively. When both inputs of NAND-2 are tainted,
the output will surely be tainted. Similarly, when both inputs
are untainted, the output will be untainted. These obvious cases
are excluded from the truth table so that we can focus on the
more subtle ones in which only one input is tainted.
For a better understanding of taint propagation, consider the
first row
in Fig. 1(b). The
tainted input does not have an influence on the output since
the output is dominated by
in this case. Thus, the output
should be marked as untainted
. Now consider row
4
. The tainted input has
an influence on the output since a change in the output can be
observed by changing the value of . In this case, tainted information from input flows to the output and the output should be
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Fig. 2. Information flows in a conditional branch. (a) Conditional branch.
(b) Gate level implementation of conditional branch.

marked as tainted
. Once the GLIFT logic for NAND-2
derived from a full truth table is simplified, the resulting logic
is shown in Fig. 1(c).
From the NAND-2 example, we can discover that taint is propagated from the tainted input to the output when and only when
at least one tainted input affects the output. This is the basic rule
used by GLIFT for taint propagation. It is different from previous conservative IFT methods that typically mark the output
as tainted whenever there is any tainted input.
GLIFT also captures implicit flows at the level of primitive
gates. Fig. 2 shows how all information flows in a conditional
branch are made explicit in the gate level implementation.
Let the conditional variable
be tainted. If
should clearly be marked as tainted (
is evaluated upon the
decision made on ). Actually, even if
should also
be marked as tainted because the value of
is still dependent
on (by observing if there is a change in the value of
, we
can learn some information about ). Similarly,
should be
marked as tainted regardless of the value of . Such analysis
is reflected in the gate level implementation of the conditional
branch. The output of the comparator is used as the select line of
the multiplexer, which chooses the destination register address.
In this process, tainted information contained in
will flow
through the select signal SEL to ADDR and eventually to both
and
. GLIFT logic will indicate such implicit flows by
marking the target registers as tainted. Further, GLIFT is able to
capture changes in register-to-register timing since it monitors
information flows at such a low abstraction level.
C. Employing GLIFT in Secure Hardware Design
GLIFT is able to account for all logic flows including explicit
flows, implicit flows and timing channels. It lays a solid foundation for information flow control. Upon this foundation, verifiably secure bit-tight components, information contained architectures, and applications can be built. In practice, there are two
methods for employing GLIFT logic, which we denote as static
and dynamic. In a static scenario, GLIFT is used to test [22],
[25] or verify [23] if the system complies with predefined information flow policies. This is done completely at design time,
i.e., there is no need to physically instantiate the GLIFT logic
after testing or verification is completed. Fig. 3 illustrates the
use of GLIFT for static testing and verification.
Static testing/verification works as follows. The system is described in a hardware description language (HDL). Once the
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Fig. 3. Employing GLIFT for static testing or verification.

digital circuit under design has passed functional verification,
it is synthesized into gate-level netlist using standard hardware
synthesis tools. Then each gate in the netlist is augmented with
GLIFT logic. After that, testing or verification scenarios are run
to check if the design potentially violates any predefined information flow policies. If some information flow policy is violated, the design is modified and reverified until all information flow security properties are guaranteed. In the static testing
or verification application scenario, the tester is responsible for
specifying what data to track. For example, the tester sets certain inputs to tainted and observes if security-critical portions of
the design are affected by these tainted inputs. Depending on the
security scenario, a large number of information flow testing or
verification scenarios may need to be run by the tester to ensure
that the design is secure.
In a dynamic application scenario [20], [21], GLIFT logic is
physically instantiated alongside the original hardware to allow
run-time checking of security properties. In this case, system
designers specify the secrecy or trustworthiness for data originating from different sources. As an example, data coming from
an open network environment is labeled as tainted to indicate
that it is untrusted while data from a secure separation kernel
will be marked as untainted. The GLIFT logic takes both the
data and their labels and performs IFT at run time. The output
label will be checked to see if any information flow security
policy is violated. If a violation is detected, an exception will be
generated and system recovery operations will be launched. The
dynamic application scheme allows the monitoring of more realistic execution patterns since some run-time features are hard
to predict during design time. However, the area/delay overhead
of GLIFT logic is significant. Therefore, GLIFT logic should be
reserved for critical portions which require a strict information
flow security guarantee.
We have demonstrated the use of GLIFT in secure hardware
design as both a static testing/verification technique and a dynamic IFT approach. In [22], GLIFT is used to test information flows in bus protocols for peripheral communication with
novel techniques proposed to eliminate timing channels. Other
work addresses security issues in reconfigurable devices that use
mix-trusted IP cores from different vendors [25]. GLIFT is used

to verify that there is no unintended interaction between different modules that may violate security policies such as noninterference. In [23], a static analysis technique called star-logic is
used to verify the concrete hardware implementation with partial software specification to be free of unintended information
flows. The information flow properties of the entire design are
statically verified all the way down the gate-level implementation using GLIFT. GLIFT has also been used as a dynamic IFT
approach to build an information flow tracking microprocessor
that monitors all unintended flows emanating from untrusted
inputs [20]. An improved architecture [21] allows regions of
execution to be tightly quarantined and their side effects to be
tightly bounded, which enables mix-trust computations using
shared resources through secure context switch. This new architecture also employs GLIFT to monitor information flows at
run time.
In both the static and dynamic scenarios, the process of generating the GLIFT logic plays an important role. Generating low
overhead and precise GLIFT logic reduces the testing/verification time in the static scenario and increases the performance of
the overall system in the dynamic scenario.
D. GLIFT Logic Generation
The GLIFT logic performs label propagation to calculate the
taint for each of the outputs of the original Boolean function.
The inputs to the GLIFT logic are the set of inputs of the original
Boolean function and the taint label set (containing the taint for
each of these original inputs). Therefore, the GLIFT logic corresponding to an -input Boolean function has
inputs and thus
can be significantly more complex than the original Boolean
function.
GLIFT logic exhibits various levels of precision depending
on the algorithm used to generate it [24]. Preciseness is defined
as indicating an information flow occurred iff an input affects the
output. If information does not flow from the input to the output,
yet the GLIFT logic indicates a flow, it is said to be imprecise,
i.e., the GLIFT logic contains a false positive. Note that a false
negative (not indicating that a flow occurred) is unacceptable in
the context of IFT while a false positive (indicating that a nonexistent flow occurred) is safe but overly conservative. Excessive
false positives make it difficult to determine whether or not the
indicated flow is in fact harmful. Careful generation of GLIFT
logic can greatly reduce (if not eliminate) these false positives.
For a more concrete understanding, consider a two-input multiplexer (MUX-2) which selects one of its inputs and for
output according to select line . Its Boolean function is
. It can be implemented using two AND gates, an OR
gate and an inverter. When the GLIFT logic for MUX-2 is generated by discretely instantiating tracking logic for these primitive gates,1 impreciseness arises [24]. Specifically, an additional
and unnecessary term
is introduced to the GLIFT logic.
This term indicates that when and are both untainted “1”
and the select line is tainted, the output will be tainted. Actually, in this case, the output will be untainted “1” regardless
of the status of since both inputs are equally untainted “1”. In
other words, the GLIFT logic denotes a false positive.
1We

call this the constructive algorithm as we describe in Section V-B.
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TABLE I
MINTERM COUNTS OF GLIFT LOGIC FUNCTIONS OF 4-BIT ADDER
GENERATED BY PRECISE AND IMPRECISE METHODS

Now consider a 4-bit adder. Table I shows the number of
minterms in the GLIFT logic functions generated using both
precise and imprecise methods. We can see that the number of
minterms for the imprecise method is more than or equal to that
for the precise one. Such additional minterms are false positives.
The percentage data in Table I show a statistic of false positives
introduced by imprecise GLIFT logic generation method. As an
example, the imprecise GLIFT logic for output cout contains as
high as 9.47% false positives, which frequently indicate nonexistent tainted information flows, i.e., some information flow security policy has been violated when actually not.
With an understanding of the potential difficulties in GLIFT
logic generation, this paper formally proves that generating precise GLIFT logic is an NP-hard problem and proposes several
more scalable precise GLIFT logic generation algorithms. Before that, some basic concepts are formally defined.
III. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we provide definitions for Boolean function,
binary decision diagram, reconvergent fanout and other related
concepts. We do our best to use conventional notations and
specifically follow the notations used in [26]–[28].
be a Boolean space. A completely specified
Let
is defined
Boolean function with variables
as a mapping:
. For a Boolean function
of variables, a product term in which each of the variables
appears once (in either its complemented or uncomplemented
form) is called a minterm. The on-set of a Boolean function is
the set of minterms for which the function has value “1”. The
off-set is the set of minterms for which the function has value
“0”.
Definition 1 (Implicant): an implicant is a “covering” of one
or more minterms in the on-set of a Boolean function.
Definition 2 (Prime Implicant): a prime implicant is an implicant that cannot be covered by a more general one.
Definition 3 (Complete Sum): the complete sum is the sum
of all the prime implicants of a Boolean function.
Definition 4 (Static Hazard): a static hazard is the situation
where, when one input changes, the output incorrectly changes
momentarily before stabilizing to the correct value. This is typically due to different input to output paths with variations in
delay. There are two types of static hazards.
1) Static-1 Hazard: the output is initially “1” and after an
input change, the output momentarily changes to “0” before stabilizing to “1”.
2) Static-0 Hazard: the output is initially “0” and after an
input change, the output momentarily changes to “1” before stabilizing to “0”.
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Definition 5 [Binary Decision Diagram (BDD)]: A BDD is
containing
a rooted, directed acyclic graph with vertex set
two types of vertices. A nonterminal vertex has as attributes
a pointer index
to a decision variable
and two children
in the input variable set
. A terminal vertex has as attribute a
.
value
Definition 6 (Reduced BDD): A reduced BDD is one that
meets the following additional properties.
1) When traversing any path from a terminal vertex to the root
vertex we encounter each decision variable at most once.
for any vertex and no two subgraphs
2)
in the BDD are isomorphic.
Definition 7 [Reduced Ordered BDD (ROBDD)]: A canonical form called a ROBDD if the following restrictions are imand
such that no
posed: for any vertices
vertex is terminal, we must have
and
.
Definition 8 [Reduced Free (BDD)]: A reduced free BDD
is a reduced BDD where no strict variable ordering is required
on the BDD. In other words, different paths may have different
variable ordering as long as each variable is encountered at most
once along any path.
In our successive discussions, when talking about BDDs, we
refer to reduced-ordered or free BDDs unless explicitly specified.
Definition 9 (Reconvergent Fanout): If there are two or more
disjoint paths between a stem (i.e., an input line or a logic gate
output) and a gate , then is a reconvergent fanout stem (or
simply reconvergent fanout), and is a reconvergence gate of
stem .
Definition 10 (Reconvergent Fanout Region): The stem region (or reconvergent fanout region) of a reconvergent fanout
stem is composed of all the circuit nodes that satisfy the following conditions.
1) They are reached by the reconvergent fanout .
2) They reach a reconvergence gate of stem .
When talking about reconvergent fanout regions, we usually
mean those where signal fanout and reconvergence happen explicitly. However, reconvergence may also appear in a single
node containing a sum-of-product (SOP) formula. Both cases
may affect the precision of the GLIFT logic and thus need to be
considered. We identify the formal case as a global reconvergent fanout region and the latter as a local one.
For a better understanding, consider some examples of reconvergent fanout regions as shown in Fig. 4, where the inputs
are at the bottom, the outputs are at the top, and all the numbered circles containing a Programmable Logic Array (PLA)
table are internal nodes. Here, PLA tables are used to specify
the functionality of internal nodes. In Fig. 4(a), there is a global
and .
reconvergent fanout region consisting of nodes
and
compose another global reIn Fig. 4(b), nodes
convergent fanout region; node contains a local reconvergent
fanout region.
Now that we have defined the basic concepts, the following
section performs a formal proof on the complexity of the precise
GLIFT logic generation problem.
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Now we formally prove the taint propagation problem to be
NP-complete, which is stated and proved in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: Taint Propagation is NP-complete.
Proof: 1)
.
Taint is propagated from the tainted input to the output when
and only when the tainted input has an influence on the output.
In other words, taint is propagated from
to the output when
there is an input pattern
such that:

(1)
Fig. 4. Examples of reconvergent fanout regions. (a) Global reconvergent
fanout region. (b) Design contains a global reconvergent fanout region and a
local one.

IV. COMPLEXITY OF GENERATING PRECISE GLIFT LOGIC
GLIFT logic augmentation is a challenging task due to its inherent complexity and possible losses of precision. In this section, we formally prove that generating precise GLIFT logic is
NP-complete. In the discussion, we consider -input Boolean
functions
, where
are the inputs. Before performing the NP-completeness proof, we need
to discuss the condition for the existence of nonconstant GLIFT
logic as stated and proved in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: A Boolean function has nonconstant GLIFT
logic if the function is satisfiable and not a tautology.
Proof: If a Boolean function is not satisfiable, its value
will be constant “0”. In this case, no tainted input can affect the
output. The GLIFT logic is independent of the tainted inputs and
thus will be constantly “0”. Similarly, if a Boolean function is a
tautology, its GLIFT logic will be simply constant “0” as well
since the output of the functions is constant “1” and can never
be affected by a tainted input.
When a Boolean function is satisfiable and not a tautology,
there should exist input patterns which will evaluate the Boolean
function to be logic “1” and “0”, respectively. In other words,
tainted inputs may have a chance to affect the output. In this
case, the GLIFT logic will be dependent on the tainted inputs
and thus nonconstant.
By Theorem 1, the process of determining if a given Boolean
function has nonconstant GLIFT logic can be difficult because
it requires solving the NP-complete Boolean satisfiability and
nontautology problems. This may provide us some initial understanding on the complexity of the GLIFT logic generation
problem.
Since the NP-completeness proofs must be formalized for decision problems [29], we begin our proof by describing a decision problem related to GLIFT logic generation. Specifically,
we define the taint propagation problem as follows:
Problem: Taint Propagation.
Instance: An -input Boolean function and a single tainted
input .
Decision Problem: Is there an input pattern that propagates
the value of to the output?

since a nondeterministic algorithm needs only to guess a truth assignment for inputs
and verify in polynomial time if this input
pattern propagates taint to the output by checking if (1) holds.
2) Fault Detection Taint Propagation.
The problem of determining if a fault in an input line
is
detectable by I/O experiments is polynomially complete [30].
We transform this NP-complete fault detection problem to taint
propagation.
Given a Boolean function
in 3-DNF
(Disjunctive Normal Form), we construct a circuit
with inputs
, such that
. This construction is a direct implementation of and thus can be completed in polynomial time. Let
a certain input
be tainted in the Boolean function . We
manually introduce a fault in the input line of circuit . That
is, taint is propagated from
to the output iff (1) holds for
some input pattern
. Further, the fault in input
line will be detectable iff the same condition is satisfied.
Thus, taint propagates from
to the output iff the fault in
input line
will be detectable. In other words, fault detection
transforms to taint propagation.
Generating precise GLIFT logic is a search problem. As such,
we defined the corresponding search problem of the taint propagation decision problem as:
Problem: Taint Propagation.
Instance: An -input Boolean function and a single tainted
input .
Search Problem: Find an input pattern that propagates the
value of to the output, or else output .
The search problem of a NP-complete problem is no easier
than the decision problem itself [29]. This is due to the fact that
the solution to the search problem provides an answer to the decision problem. Usually, a solution to the search problem can be
found by solving the corresponding decision problem a polynomial number of times. For the taint propagation problem, a satisfied input pattern can be found by solving its corresponding decision version times if there is one. Once a solution to the taint
propagation search problem is found, a minterm can be added
to the GLIFT logic to track tainted information flowing from
input
to the output under this input pattern. Thus, precisely
determining which minterms with a single tainted input should
be added into the GLIFT logic requires solving the NP-complete decision and this NP-hard search problem and thus is even
harder.
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Apart from single tainted input cases, there are usually
minterms with multiple tainted inputs in the GLIFT logic as
well. We will show that precisely determining which minterms
with multiple tainted inputs should be added into the GLIFT
logic is equally hard. Before that, it is necessary to prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 1: The output of a Boolean function will be tainted
when at least one tainted input propagates to the output.
Proof: By the definition of taint, the output of a Boolean
function will be tainted when at least one tainted input has an
effect on the output. In other words, the output will be tainted
when at least one tainted input propagates to the output.
Theorem 3: Finding an input pattern that propagates taint
from any of the tainted inputs
to the output
is NP-hard.
Proof: By Lemma 1, one needs to solve the taint propagation decision problem
times to determine if any tainted
input is able to propagate to the output in the worst case. Once
there exists a tainted input that propagates to the output, an input
pattern can be found by solving the taint propagation decision
problem another times. Thus, finding an input pattern that
propagates taint from any of the tainted inputs to the output
is determined by solving the taint propagation decision problem
a polynomial number of times. Since the taint propagation decision problem is NP-complete, finding an input pattern that propagates taint from any of the
tainted inputs to the output is
NP-hard.
Once an input pattern that propagates taint from any of
the
tainted inputs
to the output is found,
a minterm is added to the GLIFT logic with these
inputs
marked as tainted. Therefore, precisely determining which
minterms with multiple tainted inputs should be added into the
GLIFT logic requires solving an NP-complete decision and an
NP-hard search problem and thus is even more complex. Since
we showed that precisely determining which minterms with
either single or multiple tainted input(s) should be added into
the GLIFT logic needs to solve NP-complete problems, precise
GLIFT logic generation (i.e., the corresponding optimization
problem of taint propagation which requires finding all possible
solutions) is also a hard problem.
Taint propagation, the fundamental problem of GLIFT logic
generation, closely relates to several well-known problems in
the switching circuit theories including Boolean satisfiability,
nontautology, fault detection, observability and automatic test
pattern generation (ATPG). Specifically, if taint is able to propagate from any input to the output, the Boolean function should
be satisfiable and also not a tautology. If taint cannot be propagated from any input to the output, a single evaluation step
will determine if the Boolean function is a tautology or unsatisfiable. Fault detection and observability are both concerned
with the existence of an input pattern that propagates the value
of some signal to an observation point. It is directly related to
taint propagation. ATPG takes a step further by finding effective test vectors that solve the fault detection or observability
problem if any exists. These known problems are all concerned
about the propagation of values through Boolean functions or
circuits. In addition, all these problems have been proved to be
NP-complete [29]–[31], which provides a good insight into the
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complexity of our taint propagation and GLIFT logic generation
problems.
V. GLIFT LOGIC GENERATION ALGORITHMS
This section introduces various GLIFT logic generation algorithms with a formal analysis on their computational complexity
and precision.
A. Minterm Enumeration Algorithms
The brute force algorithm, which we formalized in previous
work [24], is a minterm enumeration algorithm based upon the
definition of information flow. It works by changing the inputs
to a given Boolean function and observing what combinations
can cause a difference in the output. For any combination that
causes a change in the output, a minterm is added to the GLIFT
logic with the changed logic variables(s) marked as tainted and
unchanged variable(s) marked as untainted.
As an example, consider the NAND-2 gate (see Fig. 1). Assume the initial inputs under consideration are
and
. By changing the value of
to “1”, the output will
change from “1” to “0”. Thus, a difference in the output is observed and the minterm
should be added to the GLIFT
logic. This minterm monitors the flow of tainted information
from input to the output when is untainted and logically
“1”. Then let
and
. By changing the value of to
“0”, the output will change from “0” to “1”. Thus, a change in
the output is observed and the minterm
should also be
added to the GLIFT logic. Note that the two minterms
and
can be combined and reduced to the implicant
resulting in simplified GLIFT logic.
The GLIFT logic generated using the brute force algorithm
correctly tracks all flows of information assuming all input combinations are analyzed. Furthermore, the brute force algorithm
only accounts for the actual information flows, i.e., it is precise
for GLIFT logic generation. However, this algorithm has high
computational complexity because every single input combination must be checked in order to accurately determine which
minterms should be added to the GLIFT logic.
Theorem 4: The complexity of the brute force algorithm is
.
Proof: For an -input Boolean function, there are a total of
minterms; generating all these minterms takes
steps. For
every minterm, each of the remaining
minterms must be
checked to see if differences in the inputs lead to a change in the
output. This is redundant since each pair of terms only needs to
be checked once. As such, the total number of checking operations actually needed is
. Thus, the algorithm
will complete in
, i.e.,
steps.
Therefore, the computational complexity of the brute force algorithm is
.
An improvement to this brute force algorithm is the zero-one
algorithm, which enumerates minterms in a slightly more efficient way. This improved algorithm essentially performs mapping from the on-set of a Boolean function to its off-set. Each
mapping operation will result in an implicant containing the
taint(s) of changed variable(s) and the literal(s) of unchanged
variable(s). This is based upon the inherent property of GLIFT
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that the value of a taint variable can be ignored in taint propagation and the complement of taint never appears in simplified
GLIFT logic [32]. As a result, the mapping operations will produce cubes rather than minterms.
For a better understanding, once again consider the NAND-2
example. The on-set of NAND-2 is
while
the off-set is
(assume a variable ordering of
).
When mapping from “00” to “11”, the implicant
should be
added to the GLIFT logic since both and are tainted, their
values can be ignored; mapping from “01” to “11” will result
in the implicant
since is tainted, its value can be ignored
and now that is untainted, the complement of its taint, i.e., ,
can be eliminated. According to the definition of information
flow, the GLIFT logic generated using the zero-one algorithm
is also precise.
Theorem 5: The upper bound on complexity of the zero-one
algorithm is
.
Proof: Consider an unsimplified Boolean function, whose
on- and off-sets both consist of minterms. For an -input function, there are
minterms in its on-set and
minterms in its off-set. The computation time needed
for minterm generation is .
Each single map operation from the on-set to the off-set corresponds to an implicant in the GLIFT logic. Thus, the zero-one
algorithm can complete in
steps. Since
reaches maximum when
, the computational complexity of the zero-one algorithm is bounded by
.
In practice, if minterms in the on- and off-sets of a Boolean
function are combined to more general implicants, the number
of elements in these two sets will decrease dramatically. In this
case, the computation time of the zero-one algorithm will be reduced significantly. Additionally, the resulting implicants from
each mapping operation will yield even larger cubes. However,
according to [33], the number of product terms in the SOP representation of an -input Boolean function is bounded by
.
There are known functions with exactly
product terms
in both its on- and off-sets, e.g., -input XOR and NXOR. In
this case, the complexity of the zero-one algorithm will reach
. Thus, the complexity of minterm enumeration
algorithms is generally on the order of
, which makes
them inefficient for processing large Boolean functions. However, these two algorithms are directly based on the definition
of information flow and thus provide a good basis for understanding how to generate GLIFT logic.
The minterm enumeration algorithms perform exhaustive
search in the on- and off-sets of a Boolean function, and
the problem will become intractable as the number of inputs
increases. Our experiments show that these minterm enumeration algorithms have difficulty processing even moderately
complex designs. Advances in switching circuit theory, e.g.,
Boolean difference and SAT based observability don’t care
analysis, may provide more scalable solutions than minterm
enumeration. These methods lead to generalized solutions that
yield cubes instead of minterms, which could be dramatically
more scalable and in line with logic synthesis techniques. As
an example, consider a Boolean function
with a tainted
input . One can construct another Boolean function
with
only
inverted in the Boolean formula of . By applying an

, one can precisely obtain
all-solutions SAT solver on
all input patterns that propagates tainted information from
to the output if any exists. Although these methods are more
scalable, their efficiency is restricted to single tainted input
analysis. Consider a multiple tainted input case with tainted
inputs; these tainted inputs do not necessarily all change their
values in a single analysis. Instead, one needs to assume
tainted inputs indeed change their values for a certain run.
Since the total number of variable combinations is exponential,
i.e., , the number of runs will grow exponentially in a single
multiple tainted input analysis.
With an understanding of the complexity of minterm enumeration algorithms, the following sections focus on more efficient solutions for GLIFT logic generation using techniques
other than exhaustive search.
B. Constructive Algorithm
The constructive algorithm provides a less computationally
complex approach to GLIFT logic generation. However, it is
not guaranteed to provide a precise GLIFT function [24]. This
algorithm maintains a GLIFT library that contains the tracking
logic for gate primitives such as AND, OR and NOT T. Given a
Boolean function, gate primitives in its logic equation are augmented with tracking logic from the GLIFT library discretely,
which is similar to technology mapping.
Let denote the number of gates in the circuit representation
of a Boolean function. Then, the complexity of the constructive
algorithm will be polynomial to . This is formally stated and
proved as Theorem 6.
Theorem 6: The complexity of the constructive algorithm is
.
Proof: In the constructive algorithm, each gate in a
Boolean function is augmented with tracking logic through
a constant time mapping operation. Therefore, the time for
GLIFT logic generation is
, where
is the constant
associated with tracking logic mapping for an individual gate.
Thus, the complexity of the constructive algorithm is
.
While the computation time of the constructive algorithm is
linear to the number of gate primitives in a Boolean function,
GLIFT logic generated using this algorithm can be imprecise.
Such imprecision is caused by one-variable switches (multiple
variable switches do not cause imprecision) [24]. Switching
circuit theories in static hazards [34], [35] and reconvergent
fanouts [28] address such variable switch activities and thus
both provide a good insight to the impreciseness of the constructive algorithm. The following sections present solutions to
this imprecision problem from these two viewpoints.
C. Complete Sum Algorithm
As mentioned, the impreciseness of the constructive algorithm is caused by the correlation between a variable and its
complement, i.e., a single variable switch. Switching circuit
theory observes that such single variable switches result in
static hazards [34]. It has been proven that a logic circuit containing all its prime implicants is free of all static hazards [35].
Thus, GLIFT logic generated using the constructive algorithm
from a Boolean function in its complete sum form will be
precise. We call this precise GLIFT logic generation approach
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the complete sum algorithm and have formally proven it to be
precise for GLIFT logic generation [24].
However, the complete sum algorithm is computationally expensive since the generation of just one prime implicant from a
normalized Boolean formula is NP-hard [36]. Further, the total
number of prime implicants of a Boolean function is generally
exponential to the number of inputs of that function. For an
-input Boolean function, the maximum number of prime implicants approaches
[37]. There are known functions with
a total number of
prime implicants. Thus, the complete
sum algorithm is inherently exponential, which is formalized as
proved in Theorem 7.
Theorem 7: The complexity of the complete sum algorithm
is
.
Proof: The complete sum algorithm is complete in two
steps. First, all prime implicants of a given Boolean function are
derived. This step is considered to be inherently of exponential
complexity, regardless of the representation of a Boolean function [38]. The computational complexity of known algorithms,
for example, the Quine’s algorithm [39] is
. Most of the
other methods are
[40], [41], or some are
[38],
[42]. The second step of the algorithm constructively augments
tracking logic for all prime implicants, whose computation time
is polynomial to the total number of prime implicants . Thus,
the complexity of the complete sum algorithm is
.
For simple functions with a small number of prime implicants, there are existing tools such as ESPRESSO [43], which
are efficient for finding all prime implicants. However, the complete sum algorithm is inherently expensive because it requires
solving the NP-hard prime implicants generation problem. This
provides us some further understanding on the complexity of
precise GLIFT logic generation [36]. In the next section, we
propose a new algorithm which requires the calculation of more
general two-level representations instead of complete sum for
generating precise GLIFT logic.
D. SOP-POS Algorithm
The impreciseness of the constructive algorithm is caused
by static hazards. A well-known property in switching circuit
theory is that a circuit in sum-of-products (SOP) representation is automatically free of static-0 hazards and a circuit in
product-of-sum (POS) form is free of static-1 hazards [44]. As a
consequence, the false positives in GLIFT logic generated from
circuits in SOP representation using the constructive algorithm
are caused by static-1 hazards while those in GLIFT logic generated from circuits in POS form constructively are caused by
static-0 hazards. Further, these two imprecise GLIFT logic functions do not overlap in their false positives since the static-1 and
static-0 hazards of a Boolean function never have an intersection
[45]. Thus, we can generate two imprecise GLIFT logic functions from the SOP and POS representations of a Boolean function and obtain the precise GLIFT logic by performing a logic
AND operation on the two imprecise ones. We call this new precise GLIFT logic generation approach the SOP-POS algorithm.
Given a Boolean function , we denote its SOP and POS representations as
and
; the GLIFT logic functions generated from them constructively are denoted as
and
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, respectively.2 Then, the precise GLIFT logic
can be obtained using
(2)
For a concrete understanding, once again consider the
MUX-2 example. We have

(3)
When generated constructively,
as shown in (4),
contains false positive
(caused by static-1 hazard in
)

(4)
, as given
Using the constructive algorithm, we get
in (5), which contains false positive
(caused by static-0
hazard in
)

(5)
When performing a logic AND of (4) and (5), both false positives will be reduced and the resulting GLIFT logic is shown
in (6), which is equivalent to the precise GLIFT logic generated
using the brute force algorithm
(6)
In practice, the SOP (or POS) representations of and are
also eligible for precise GLIFT logic generation. The resulting
GLIFT logic will be equally precise. This is because they do not
have an intersection in their static-1 (or static-0) hazards and
and share the same precise GLIFT logic [32].
In general, the computational complexity of calculating two
PLA tables can be significantly lower than finding all prime implicants. Thus, the SOP-POS algorithm can be more efficient
than the complete sum algorithm. Theorem 8 formally states and
proves the complexity of the SOP-POS algorithm.
Theorem 8: The upper bound on complexity of the SOP-POS
algorithm is
.
Proof: The SOP-POS algorithm generates precise GLIFT
logic from two PLA (either SOP or POS) tables of a given
Boolean function. For an -input function, the complexity of
computing two PLA tables has an upper bound of
(the onand off-sets of the function in the worst case). With these two
PLA tables, the two imprecise GLIFT logic functions can be
generated in polynomial time, which is linear to the total number
of gates in the two PLA tables. In addition, the AND operation on the two imprecise GLIFT logic functions takes constant
time. Thus, the complexity of the SOP-POS algorithm is upper
bounded by
.
The SOP-POS algorithm requires calculating more general
two-level representations instead of the complete sum of a
Boolean function, which makes it less expensive as compared
2The notation sh is derived from the “shadow logic”, which is another term
for GLIFT logic.
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to the complete sum algorithm. For an -input Boolean function , the number of product terms in its SOP representation
has an upper bound of
. There are existing functions that
have
product terms in both and , such as -input XOR.
The calculation of two SOP formulas takes a total of
steps
in this case. Thus, the complexity of the SOP-POS algorithm
can reach
.
With the consistent growth in the size of integrated circuits,
modern synthesis tools usually use multilevel logic network for
circuit representation. Mapping of the multilevel representation
of a Boolean function to two-level SOP/POS forms has scalability challenges, which makes the SOP-POS algorithm inefficient for processing large multilevel logic networks. In the following section, we consider a frequently used multilevel logic
representation technique and present a more scalable precise
GLIFT logic generation algorithm.

E. BDD-MUX Algorithm
Recent advances in digital circuit design has enabled the synthesis of static hazard-free multilevel logic using BDDs [27].
Now that this BDD method is able to eliminate static hazards,
which are the sources of impreciseness of the constructive algorithm, it can also be used for precise GLIFT logic generation.
To generate precise GLIFT logic, a reduced ordered or free
BDD is constructed from a given Boolean function. Then a multilevel logic network is derived from the BDD by replacing each
BDD vertex with a two-input multiplexer (MUX-2). After that,
the multiplexer network is simplified through constant propagation. There is some difference in the constant propagation step
as compared to the method given by [27]. We perform constant
propagation only when both inputs to a multiplexer are constants. In case only one input is a constant, we label the constant input as untainted. Finally, the multiplexer network is augmented with GLIFT logic using the constructive algorithm. As
long as the GLIFT logic for the MUX-2 in the GLIFT library
is precise, the resulting GLIFT logic function will be precise.
We call this new precise GLIFT logic generation algorithm the
BDD-MUX algorithm.
For a more concrete understanding, consider the Boolean
function
. When generating GLIFT logic
for using the constructive algorithm directly, the resulting
GLIFT function will be imprecise because there is a one-variable switch caused by subterms
and
. To generate
precise GLIFT logic using the BDD-MUX algorithm, we first
construct a BDD from as shown in Fig. 5(a). Then all the vertexes in the BDD are substituted with MUX-2, which results in
a multiplexer network as shown in Fig. 5(b). The multiplexers
with two constant inputs are further simplified through constant
propagation. Finally, the simplified logic network shown in
Fig. 5(c) is augmented with GLIFT logic constructively using
the precise tracking logic for MUX-2 as given in (6).
Theorem 9: The complexity of the BDD-MUX algorithm is
.
Proof: The BDD-MUX algorithm first constructs a reduced free or ordered BDD for a given Boolean function. For
an -input Boolean function, the computational complexity of

Fig. 5. (a) BDD. (b) Derived multiplexer network. (c) Simplified logic network
after constant propagation.

BDD construction has an upper bound of
[46]. The constructive GLIFT logic augmentation process will complete in
steps, where is the number of multiplexers in the simplified
multiplexer network. Thus, the complexity of the BDD-MUX
algorithm is
.
The most computationally expensive step of the algorithm
lies in the construction of a reduced free or ordered BDD from a
Boolean formula. Certain NP-complete problems such as SAT
and nontautology can be solved in polynomial time on a reduced
free or ordered BDD. Thus, the construction of a reduced free
or ordered BDD is generally of exponential complexity. Fortunately, in most cases such a BDD can be constructed in a
time complexity far less than
. Proper variable ordering
can significantly decrease both the time and space complexity
of BDD construction, which makes the BDD-MUX algorithm
faster than other GLIFT logic algorithms in practice as we will
show in Section VI.
The BDD-MUX algorithm targets multilevel logic networks
instead of two-level tabular or SOP/POS representations. The
number of nodes in the reduced BDD of a Boolean function is
bounded by
. By comparison, the number of product terms
in its SOP formula is bounded by
. Thus, the BDD-MUX
algorithm is often more scalable than the previous precise
GLIFT logic generation algorithms. In addition, there are
mature BDD packages such as CUDD [47] and even existing
logic synthesis tools such as ABC [48] that provides support
for BDD maintenance.
The complete sum, SOP-POS and BDD-MUX algorithms
consider the cause of impreciseness of the constructive algorithm as static hazards. We can also consider the imprecision
problem from the viewpoint of reconvergent fanouts. The following section presents a precise GLIFT logic generation algorithm that deals with reconvergent fanout regions.
F. Reconvergent Fanout Region Reconstruction Algorithm
Reconvergent fanout regions have been identified as potential
sources of logic hazards and race conditions in the switching
circuit theory [28]. In a reconvergent fanout region, there is
the possibility for the occurrence of one-variable switch (i.e.,
static hazard). Thus, such regions are potential sources of impreciseness of the constructive algorithm. To generate precise
GLIFT logic, reconvergent fanout regions need to be locally reconstructed either as a single node in the complete sum form
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or a multiplexer network translated from a reduced free or ordered BDD. Finally, the fully processed logic network is augmented with GLIFT logic using the constructive algorithm. We
call this new precise GLIFT logic generation approach the reconvergent fanout region reconstruction algorithm. In successive discussions, it will be also called the RFRR algorithm for
simplicity.
A multilevel logic network can be described as a directed
graph
, where
is the vertex set and
is the edge
set. Let
and
. The complexity of the RFRR
algorithm is determined by the number of elements in these two
sets, together with the number of inputs of the Boolean function.
This is formalized as Theorem 10.
Theorem 10: The complexity of the reconvergent fanout region reconstruction algorithm is
.
Proof: The computation extensive steps of the algorithm
lie in the search for all reconvergent fanout regions and reconstructing them as a single node in the complete sum form
or a multiplexer network translated from a reduced free or ordered BDD. In a logic network
, the maximum number
of global reconvergent fanout regions is
and the
number of local ones is in the worst case. The complexity of
finding one reconvergent fanout region is bounded by
.
Assume a reconvergent fanout region has
inputs. The complexity for reconstruction would be
. Thus, for an input
Boolean function, the reconvergent fanout region construction
algorithm will complete in
steps in the worst case (
for all reconvergent fanout regions), where is the number of gates in the fully processed
logic network. Thus, the complexity of the reconvergent fanout
region construction algorithm is
.
The RFRR algorithm has higher complexity as compared
to the BDD-MUX algorithm which also targets the multilevel
logic network. Theoretically, the complete sum algorithm is the
extreme case of the RFRR algorithm, where a primary output
is considered as a reconvergence gate. Although this algorithm
is not as efficient as the BDD-MUX algorithm, it considers the
imprecision problem from a different viewpoint, i.e., reconvergent fanouts which cause data correlations. This algorithm also
provides a possibility to capture where impreciseness initially
arises and identify portions of the circuit that need redesign to
(partially) eliminate imprecision.
G. Comparison of GLIFT Logic Generation Algorithms
The computational complexity and precision of different
GLIFT logic generation algorithms are summarized as shown
in Table II.
From Table II, the complexity of the brute force and zero-one
algorithms are on the same order, i.e.,
. However, the
zero-one algorithm may take relatively less computation time
since the exact upper bounds of their complexity are
and
, respectively. In addition, if general implicants are considered instead of minterms, the reduction in execution time of
the zero-one algorithm will be even more significant. The complexity of the complete sum, SOP-POS and BDD-MUX algorithms are on the same order. They are one order of magnitude
faster than the brute force and zero-one algorithms. However,
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TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND PRECISION OF DIFFERENT
GLIFT LOGIC GENERATION ALGORITHMS

Fig. 6. Experimental flows for runtime analysis of various GLIFT logic
function generation algorithms. (a) Brute force, (b) zero-one, (c) Com. Sum,
(d) SOP-POS, (e) BDD-MUX, (f) RFRR, and (g) constructive.

the SOP-POS and BDD-MUX algorithms execute faster than
the complete sum algorithms in most cases. This is because calculating two PLA tables or a reduced ordered or free BDD is
generally faster than finding all its prime implicants. The RFRR
algorithm is inherently expensive since the number of reconvergent fanout regions can be exponential and reconvergent fanout
region reconstruction has exponential complexity as well. The
constructive algorithm is the only method whose complexity
is polynomial to the number of primitive gates in a given design. Yet it is also the only algorithm that has potential losses in
precision.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
We carried out experiments on several IWLS benchmarks to
obtain runtime results of the different GLIFT logic generation
algorithms. In our experiments, the GLIFT logic functions are
generated using the algorithms discussed in this paper. These
algorithms use the design tools shown in Fig. 6.
The brute force algorithm works on a full truth table generated by the ModelSim simulation tool. Our GLIFT logic
augmentation script checks each minterm in the truth table
against the remaining minterms to see if there is a difference in
the output. Whenever a difference is encountered, a minterm
with the changed variables marked as tainted and unchanged
variables marked as untainted is added to the GLIFT logic. The
zero-one algorithm further partitions the truth table generated
into the on- and off-sets of its Boolean function. Then our
GLIFT logic augmentation script maps minterms in the on-set
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TABLE III
RUNTIME OF DIFFERENT GLIFT LOGIC GENERATION ALGORITHMS.
“N. AVG” IS AVERAGE RUNTIME NORMALIZED TO THAT OF CONSTRUCTIVE
ALGORITHM. RESULTS ARE IN SECONDS (SEC)

to the off-set. For each mapping operation, a minterm with the
unchanged variables and taints of changed variables is added to
the GLIFT logic. The complete sum algorithm uses ESPRESSO
[43] to find all prime implicants of the benchmark. Then the
constructive algorithm operates on the complete sum representation to create the GLIFT logic. The SOP-POS algorithm
uses SIS [49] to calculate the SOP representations for both the
original benchmark and the complemented design. Then our
script generates GLIFT logic functions for both representations.
Finally, the precise GLIFT logic is obtained by performing an
AND operation on the two imprecise GLIFT logic functions. The
BDD-MUX algorithm uses ABC [48] to construct a ROBDD
for the benchmark and translate the ROBDD to a multiplexer
network. Then we use our script to create the GLIFT logic
for the multiplexer network constructively. The RFRR algorithm uses our preprocessing script to find and reconstruct all
reconvergent fanout regions either as a SOP formula in the
complete sum form or as a multiplexer network translated from
a ROBDD. Then we use the constructive algorithm to create
the final GLIFT logic. The constructive algorithm processes
the optimized logic circuit directly using our own GLIFT logic
augmentation script and creates a potentially imprecise GLIFT
logic function.
The GLIFT logic functions generated using algorithms a) to
f) as denoted in Fig. 6 are all precise and thus should be logically equivalent. This is verified using the formal equivalence
checking command in the ABC tool. The GLIFT logic function
generated using flow g) may be imprecise and therefore is not
necessarily equivalent to the other functions. The following section outlines the runtime results of different algorithms.
B. Runtime Results
GLIFT logic functions for several IWLS benchmarks are generated using the algorithms described in this paper. Their execution time is shown in Table III. We stop if an algorithm cannot
complete on a benchmark within 10 hours. We are restricted
in the benchmarks we could test because we used several logic
synthesis tools such as ESPRESSO and ABC in our experiment.

These tools have limitations on the size of the circuit they could
process.
Consider the benchmark DES in Table III which is an implementation of the Data Encryption Standard. The “-” symbols
indicate that the brute force and zero-one algorithms required
over 10 hours to complete on this benchmark. The constructive
algorithm takes only 1.85 s. However, the GLIFT logic generated by this constructive algorithm is imprecise as compared to
those generated using the remaining algorithms. The complete
sum, SOP-POS, BDD-MUX and RFRR algorithms require execution times of 243.1, 159.3, 47.5, and 428.1 s, respectively.
The last row of Table III shows the average runtime normalized
to the execution time of the constructive algorithm.
The brute force and zero-one algorithms are the most expensive since they require greater than 10 hours on many of the
benchmarks. The constructive algorithm often takes the shortest
time to complete while the RFRR algorithm usually needs a
longer execution time. The SOP-POS and BDD-MUX algorithms typically see less computation time than the complete
sum algorithm since deriving PLA tables or a BDD is typically
faster than finding all prime implicants. Further, we see that the
BDD-MUX algorithm is close to or faster than the SOP-POS algorithm in most cases. For certain benchmarks, the BDD-MUX
algorithm executes significantly faster, such as t481 and DES.
The RFRR algorithm is slow because of the large number of
reconvergent fanout regions and inherent complexity of reconstruction. It works quickly when few reconvergent fanout regions need to be processed such as in the x1 example. It is
necessary to point out that the runtime of different algorithms
is function-specific. It depends on both the functionality (e.g.,
the percentage of minterms included in the on-set affects the
total number of prime implicants) and description style of the
benchmark.
The constructive algorithm has the lowest complexity while
all the remaining algorithms are inherently expensive. However,
precision of GLIFT logic is also an important factor in security
critical applications. There can be various tradeoffs for system
designers. In highly secure systems that require high precision,
sacrifices in computational complexity need to be made and precise GLIFT logic generation algorithms should be used. While
in systems where a certain amount of false positives can be tolerated, imprecise GLIFT logic can be generated using the constructive algorithm in polynomial time. The amount of precision required to adequately uphold the information flow security policy of an application remains an open problem. System
designers should make the final decision how precise the GLIFT
logic needs to be upon tradeoffs between security requirements
and design efforts.
VII. CONCLUSION
GLIFT provides an effective approach to monitor information flows including those through hardware specific timing
channels from Boolean functions. It can be integrated into
the standard hardware design and verification process for
eliminating unintended interactions between subsystems which
may open up doors for malicious attacks. This paper presents
formal proof on the NP-completeness of precise GLIFT logic
generation. Several GLIFT logic generation algorithms are
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proposed with formal analysis on their complexity and precision. In highly secure systems where high precision is required,
precise GLIFT logic generation algorithms should be used,
while in applications where imprecision can be tolerated, the
constructive algorithm would be more cost effective. Further,
heuristic algorithms such as adding prime implicants to or
selectively reconstructing reconvergent fanout regions can also
be used. The algorithm can stop when a desired precision is
achieved, which provides flexible tradeoffs between precision
and design efforts.
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